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Abstract
In this paper we apply the chain methods developed in (Heikkilä and Lakshmikantham,
1994) to obtain new fixed point theorems and new existence and comparison results for
operator equations in partially ordered sets. These results are then applied to discontinuous
implicit functional differential equations in ordered Banach spaces.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recently, it is proved in [16] that if a subset P of an ordered normed
space has a sup-center or an inf-center a, i.e. if sup{a, x} or inf{a, x} ex-
ists in P for each x ∈ P , and if monotone sequences of P have weak lim-
its in P , then each increasing mapping G :P → P has a fixed point. This
fixed point theorem has been applied in [6] to prove existence results for el-
liptic problems with lack of compactness, due to critical growth or disconti-
nuity of the data, or to unboundedness of the domain, and without assuming
the existence of upper and/or lower solutions. It has also been applied to im-
plicit functional equations, elliptic boundary value problems, evolution equa-
tions and parabolic initial-boundary value problems with discontinuous data
(cf. [7–10,16]).
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In this paper we revise the above result so that it can be applied to differential
equations in an ordered Banach space E which has the following properties.
(e) E is lattice-ordered and the mapping x → sup{0, x} is continuous and
nonexpansive.
(ee) Bounded and monotone sequences of E have weak limits.
In these applications P is a subset of the product of the space L1(J,E) of
Bochner integrable functions from J := [t0, t1] to E and the space C(J0,E) of
continuous functions from J0 := [t0− r, t0] to E. Because the a.e. pointwise weak
convergence in L1(J,E) cannot, in general, be topologized, we need a fixed point
theorem in the case when
(i) G is an increasing self-mapping of a partially ordered set P which has a
sup-center or an inf-center.
Since all monotone and bounded sequences of the pointwise ordered space
C(J0,E) do not have supremums and infimums in C(J0,E), we are allowed only
to assume that
(ii) nonempty well-ordered and inversely well-ordered subsets of the range
G[P ] of G have supremums and infimums in P .
The third requirement in our applications is that
(iii) G has such a fixed point which is increasing with respect to G.
We shall prove that (i) and (ii) imply (iii). The proof is based on the chain
methods developed in [19]. Either assumptions (i) and (ii) or conclusions (iii) of
this fixed point result seem to differ from those of other fixed point theorems in
ordered spaces (cf., e.g., [1,19,20,27,28]).
Using the so obtained fixed point theorem and its special cases we prove new
existence results for equation Lu = Nu, where L and N are mappings from a
set U to a poset P having a sup-center or an inf-center. This assumption replaces
the commonly used hypothesis that equation Lu = Nu has an upper and/or a
lower solution (cf., e.g., [3–5,21–26]). Moreover, comparison results needed in
applications are proved for the constructed solutions if U is also a poset and L is
inverse monotone.
The results derived for equation Lu=Nu are then applied to prove existence
and comparison results for solutions of implicit functional differential problems,
e.g., of the form
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L1u(t)= f2
(
t, u,u(t),L1u(t)
)
a.e. in J = [t0, t1],
L2u(t)= B2
(
t, u,L2u(t)
)
in J0 = [t0 − r, t0],
whereL1u(t) :=
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)− f1(t, u,u(t), d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
))
, t ∈ J,
L2u(t) := u(t)−B1
(
t, u,u(t)
)
, t ∈ J0,
in the set
W = {u ∈ C([t0 − r, t1],E)|ϕ · u|J is absolutely continuous and
a.e. differentiable
}
,
and their dependence on data fi :J ×W ×E ×E→ E, Bi :J0 ×W ×E→ E,
i = 1,2, and ϕ ∈ C(J, (0,∞)), by assuming that E satisfies the hypotheses (e)
and (ee). The hypotheses given for the data
• allow the functions f1 and f2 to be discontinuous in all their arguments, and
• do not assume the existence of upper and/or lower solutions.
We demonstrate by a worked example how the algorithmic methods, which are
special cases of the chain methods used in the proofs, can be applied in solving
discontinuous nonlocal problems of the above type. Generalizations and special
cases, including new existence and comparison results for implicit functional
equations in ordered Banach spaces, are also presented.
All weakly complete and hence also all reflexive Banach lattices satisfy the
hypotheses (e) and (ee) given above. In particular, p-normed spaces Rn and lp ,
ordered coordinatewise, and Lp(Ω), 1  p <∞, ordered a.e. pointwise, posses
these properties. This is true also for Sobolev spaces W 1,p(Ω) and W 1,p0 (Ω),
1 < p <∞, whose a.e. pointwise orderings are induced by order cones which
lack properties usually assumed in papers dealing with differential equations
in ordered Banach spaces (cf., e.g., [3,11,12,14,19]), such as normality, (full)
regularity and/or solidity.
2. Operator equations in posets
In this section P = (P,) is a partially ordered set (poset). Recall that a subset
C of P is well-ordered (respectively inversely well-ordered) if each nonempty
subset of C has the least (respectively greatest) element.
When a, b ∈ P , a  b, we denote
[a)= {x ∈ P | a  x}, (a] = {x ∈ P | x  a} and
[a, b] = [a)∩ (b] = {x ∈ P | a  x  b}.
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2.1. Fixed point results
Given a subset W of a poset P we say that a mapping G :P → P is increasing
in W if Gx Gy whenever x, y ∈W and x  y . We say that x ∈W is the least
fixed point of G in W if x =Gx , and if x  y whenever y ∈W and y =Gy . The
greatest fixed point of G in W is defined similarly, by reversing the inequality.
A basis to our considerations form the following results which are derived by
using chain methods developed in [19] (cf. [19, Theorem 1.2.1 and Proposition
1.2.1]).
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a poset and G :P → P . Then the following results hold.
(a) For each a ∈ P there exists a unique well-ordered chain C in P , called a
well-ordered (w.o.) chain of G-iterations of a, satisfying
a = minC, and
if a < x ∈ P, then x ∈C iff x = supG[{y ∈C | y < x}].
If a Ga, if G is increasing in [a), and if x∗ = supG[C] exists, then x∗ is
the least fixed point of G in [a) and
x∗ = maxC = min
{
y ∈ [a) |Gy  y}. (2.1)
(b) For each b ∈ P there exists exactly one inversely well-ordered chain D in P ,
called an inversely well-ordered (i.w.o.) chain of G-iterations of b, satisfying
b= maxD, and
if b > x ∈ P, then x ∈D iff x = infG[{y ∈D | y > x}].
If Gb  b, if G is increasing in (b], and if x∗ = infG[D] exists, then x∗ is
the greatest fixed point of G in (b] and
x∗ = minD = max{y ∈ (b] | y Gy}. (2.2)
To replace the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 concerning the existence of
supG[C] and/or infG[D] and the inequalities a  Ga and/or Gb  b by
properties of G[P ] and P , we give the following definitions.
Definition 2.1. A nonempty subset A of a poset P is called relatively well-order
complete in P if each nonempty well-ordered or inversely well-ordered subset
of A has supremums and infimums in P . If A= P , we say that P is well-order
complete.
Definition 2.2. We say that an element c of a poset P is a sup-center of P if
sup{c, y} exists and belongs to P for all y ∈ P . If inf{c, y} exists in P for all
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y ∈ P , we say that c is an inf-center of P . If c is both a sub-center and an inf-
center of P , we call it an order center of P .
For instance, if minP (maxP ) exists, it is a sup-center (an inf-center) of P .
A closed disk ofR2, ordered coordinatewise, is well-order complete, and its center
is also an order center.
As an application of Lemma 2.1 we shall now prove our main fixed point result.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a poset, and assume that the mapping G :P → P is
increasing, and that its range G[P ] is relatively well-order complete in P .
(a) If P has a sup-center c, then G has a fixed point x∗ with properties
x∗ = max{y ∈ (b] | y Gy}, where
b = min{y ∈ [c) | sup{c,Gy} y}. (2.3)
(b) If P has an inf-center c, then G has a fixed point x∗ with properties
x∗ = min
{
y ∈ [a) |Gy  y}, where
a = max{y ∈ (c] | y  inf{c,Gy}}. (2.4)
Moreover, x∗ (respectively x∗) is increasing with respect to G.
Proof. (a) Define F := x → sup{c,Gx}, and let C be the w.o. chain of F -iter-
ations of c. Since G is increasing, then G[C] also a well-ordered chain in P .
Thus y = supG[C] exists in P by a hypothesis. Because c is a sup-center
of P , then b := sup{c, y} exists and belongs to P . Since b is an upper bound
of Fx = sup{c,Gx} for each x ∈ C, then b is an upper bound of F [C]. If z is
an upper bound of F [C], then for each x ∈ C we have Fx = sup{c,Gx} z, so
that c z and y  z, which implies that b  z. Thus b= supF [C]. Because F is
increasing and c Fc, it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that b is the least fixed point
of F in [c), and b = min{y ∈ [c) | sup{c,Gy} y}. Moreover, Gb  Fb= b.
Denoting by D the i.w.o. chain of G-iterations of b, then G[D] is an i.w.o.
chain in G[P ], whence x∗ = infG[D] exists by hypothesis. Thus x∗ is by
Lemma 2.1(b) the greatest fixed point of G in (b], and x∗ = max{y ∈ (b] | y 
Gy}.
To prove that x∗ is increasing with respect to G, let G˜ :P → P be another
mapping satisfying the hypotheses given for G, and assume that
Gx  G˜x for all x ∈ P. (2.5)
Denote by x∗ the fixed point of G which satisfies (2.3), and by x˜∗ the fixed point
of G˜ which satisfies
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x˜∗ = max{y ∈ (b˜] | y  G˜y}, where
b˜= min{y ∈ [c) | sup{c, G˜y} y}. (2.6)
It follows from the above proof that b˜= sup{c, G˜b˜}. This equality and (2.5) imply
that sup{c,Gb˜}  b˜. Moreover, b˜ ∈ [c) by (2.6), whence b  b˜ by the second
equation of (2.3). Thus x∗ ∈ (b] ⊆ (b˜], and x∗ =Gx∗  G˜x∗, so that x∗  x˜∗ by
the first equation of (2.6).
The above proof shows that G has a fixed point x∗ which satisfies (2.3) and is
increasing with respect to G.
(b) The proof that G has a fixed point x∗ with the properties (2.4), and that x∗
is increasing with respect to G is dual to the above one. ✷
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and its proof.
Proposition 2.1. Let P be a poset having an order center c, and G :P → P an
increasing mapping whose range G[P ] is relatively well-order complete in P .
Then:
(a) equation x = inf{c,Gx} has the greatest solution a in (c];
(b) equation x = sup{c,Gx} has the least solution b in [c);
(c) G has least and greatest fixed points x∗ and x∗ in the order interval [a, b];
(d) x∗, b, x∗ and a are increasing with respect to G and satisfy (2.3) and (2.4).
In the case when P is well-order complete we get the following result.
Corollary 2.1. If P is a well-order complete poset possessing an order center c,
then each increasing mapping G :P → P has fixed points x∗ and x∗ which are
increasing with respect to G and satisfy (2.3) and (2.4).
Example 2.1. Denote P = {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈Rm | |x1|p+ · · ·+ |xm|p  rp}, where
p ∈ (0,∞) and r > 0, and assume that P is ordered coordinatewise. Show that
each increasing mapping G :P → P has fixed points x∗ and x∗ which satisfy
(2.3) and (2.4), and that they are increasing with respect to G.
Solution. To show that c= (0, . . . ,0) is a sup-center of P , let x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈
P be given. Since sup{c, x} = (max{0, x1}, . . . ,max{0, xm}) and |max{0, xi}|
|xi | for each i = 1, . . . ,m, it follows that sup{c, x} ∈ P . Similarly, it can be shown
that c is an inf-center of P . Moreover, P is a closed and bounded subset of
R
m
, whence it is well-order complete. Thus Corollary 2.1 implies the asserted
results. ✷
Remark 2.1. Example 2.1 with 0 < p < 1 shows that also nonconvex subsets of
R
m may posses order centers.
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It can be shown that the first elements of the w.o. chain C of F -iterations
of c, where F := x → sup{c,Gx}, are of the form x0 = c, xn+1 = sup{c,Gxn},
n= 0,1, . . . , as long as xn+1 exists and xn < xn+1. If G[P ] is finite, then C is a
finite strictly increasing sequence (xn)mn=0, and b = sup{c,G[C]} = maxC = xm
satisfies inequality Gb  b by the proof of Theorem 2.1. If Gb < b, then first
elements of the i.w.o. chain D of G-iterations of b are y0 = b = xm, yj+1 =Gyj ,
as long as yj+1 < yj . Since G[P ] is finite, D is a finite strictly decreasing
sequence (yj )kj=0, and x∗ = infG[D] = yk is a fixed point of G by the proof
of Theorem 2.1.
The above reasoning and its dual imply that if G[P ] in Theorem 2.1 is finite,
the fixed points x∗ and x∗ of G are the last elements of the finite sequences
determined by the following algorithms.
(i) x0 = c. For n from 0 while xn = Gxn do: xn+1 = Gxn if Gxn < xn else
xn+1 = sup{c,Gxn}.
(ii) x0 = c. For n from 0 while xn = Gxn do: xn+1 = Gxn if Gxn > xn else
xn+1 = inf{c,Gxn}.
These algorithms can be applied sometimes to determine a fixed point for G
also when G[P ] is not finite. As for such applications see [6–8,18].
2.2. Existence and comparison results for operator equations
As an application of Theorem 2.1 we get the following existence and
comparison result for the operator equation Lu=Nu.
Theorem 2.2. Given a nonempty set U , a poset P and mappings L, N :U → P ,
assume that the following hypotheses hold:
(H1) L is a bijection, and N ◦L−1 is increasing,
(H2) N[U ] is relatively well-order complete in P .
(a) If P has a sup-center c, then equation Lu = Nu has a solution u∗ with
properties
Lu∗ = max{Lv ∈ (b] | Lv Nv}, where
b= min{Lv ∈ [c) | sup{c,Nv} Lv}. (2.7)
(b) If P has an inf-center c, then equation Lu = Nu has a solution u∗ with
properties
Lu∗ = min
{
Lv ∈ [a) |Nv  Lv}, where
a = max{Lv ∈ (c] | Lv  inf{c,Nv}}. (2.8)
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Moreover, u∗ (respectively u∗) is increasing with respect to N , if
(H3) U is a poset and L−1 is increasing.
Proof. (a) Hypothesis (H1) implies that G := N ◦ L−1 is an increasing self-
mapping of P . Since
G[P ] =N[L−1[P ]]=N[L−1[L[U ]]]=N[U ],
then the hypothesis (H2) implies that G[P ] is relatively well-order complete
in P . Consequently, if P has a sup-center c, G has by Theorem 2.1 a fixed
point x∗ which satisfies (2.3). Denoting u∗ = L−1x∗, then Lu∗ = x∗ = Gx∗ =
N(L−1(Lu∗)) = Nu∗, so that Lu∗ = Nu∗. Moreover, (2.7) follows from (2.3)
because G=N ◦L−1.
Assume next that the hypothesis (H3) is also valid, and that the hypotheses
(H1) and (H2) hold also when N is replaced by another operator N˜ :U → P ,
and that Nv  N˜v for each v ∈ U . Defining G˜ := N˜ ◦ L−1, then (2.5) holds.
Moreover, G˜ has a fixed point x˜ with properties (2.6), and x∗  x˜ by Theorem 2.1.
Denoting u˜= L−1x˜, then Lu˜= N˜ u˜ by the above proof. Moreover, since L−1 is
increasing, then u∗ = L−1x∗  L−1x˜ = u˜.
The above proof shows that if c is a sup-center of P , then u∗, determined by
(2.7), is such a solution of equation Lu=Nu which increases when N increases.
(b) If c is an inf-center of P , replace x∗ in the above proof by the fixed point
x∗ of G having properties (2.4). ✷
The next results are consequences of Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.
Proposition 2.2. Let U and P be posets, assume that P has an order center c,
and let L, N :U → P satisfy the hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H3). Then:
(a) equation Lu= inf{c,Nu} has the greatest solution u− in (L−1c];
(b) equation Lu= sup{c,Nu} has the least solution u+ in [L−1c);
(c) equation Lu=Nu has extremal solutions u∗ and u∗ in [u−, u+];
(d) u∗ and u∗ are increasing with respect to N .
Corollary 2.2. Let U be a poset, P a well-order complete poset possessing an
order center c, and assume that L, N :U → P satisfy the hypothesis (H1), and
that L−1 is increasing. Then equation Lu = Nu has solutions u∗ and u∗ which
satisfy (2.7) and (2.8), and they are increasing with respect to N .
Remark 2.2. Since partial orderings are the only structures needed in the proofs of
the above results, they apply to problems where only ordinal scales are available.
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The existence results of Theorem 2.2 hold also when hypothesis (H1) is
replaced by
(H0) L is surjective, and if u, v ∈ U and Lu Lv, then NuNv.
In this case the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold for a mappingG :P → P defined
by
Gx = y iff y =Nu and Lu= x for some u ∈U.
If P has an order center c, if L, N :U → P satisfy the hypothesis (H1), and if
the range of N is finite, then applying the algorithms (i) and (ii) of Remarks 2.1 to
G=N ◦L−1, the solutions u∗ and u∗ of equation Lu=Nu are the last elements
of the sequences determined by the following algorithms.
(iii) Lu0 = c. For n from 0 while Lun =Nun do: Lun+1 = Nun if Nun < Lun
else Lun+1 = sup{c,Nun}.
(iv) Lu0 = c. For n from 0 while Lun =Nun do: Lun+1 = Nun if Nun > Lun
else Lun+1 = inf{c,Nun}.
These algorithms have been applied in [18] to calculate exact or approximate
solutions for equations in Rn. In Example 3.1 we shall apply them to an implicit
functional differential equation.
3. Applications to differential equations in abstract spaces
In this section we apply Theorem 2.2 to derive existence and comparison
results for solutions of first order implicit functional differential equations in an
ordered Banach space E = (E,‖ · ‖,) which has the following properties.
(e) E is lattice-ordered, and the mapping x → x+ = sup{0, x} is continuous and
also nonexpansive, i.e. ‖x+‖ ‖x‖ for each x ∈E.
(ee) Bounded and monotone sequences of E have weak limits.
We shall first study the implicit functional problem (IFP){
L1u(t)= f2
(
t, u,u(t),L1u(t)
)
a.e. in J = [t0, t1],
L2u(t)= B2
(
t, u,L2u(t)
)
in J0 = [t0 − r, t0], (3.1)
whereL1u(t) :=
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)− f1(t, u,u(t), d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
))
, t ∈ J,
L2u(t) := u(t)−B1
(
t, u,u(t)
)
, t ∈ J0,
(3.2)
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in the set
W = {u ∈ C([t0 − r, t1],E) | ϕ · u|J is absolutely continuous and
a.e. differentiable
}
,
and dependence of the solutions on the data fi :J ×W ×E ×E→E, Bi :J0 ×
W ×E→E, i = 1,2, and ϕ ∈ C(J, (0,∞)).
As a special case we get an existence and comparison result for the IFP
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)= f1(t, u,u(t), d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
))+ h(t) for a.e. t ∈ J,
u(t)= B1
(
t, u,u(t)
)+ α(t), t ∈ J0, (3.3)
and also for implicit initial value problems when r = 0 and implicit functional
equations when t1 = t0.
3.1. Hypotheses and preliminaries
Assuming that the spaces W and C(J0,E) are equipped with pointwise
ordering, and L1(J,E) with a.e. pointwise ordering, we impose the following
hypotheses on the functions fi and Bi , i = 1,2.
(fi1) fi(·, u,u(·), v(·)) is strongly measurable whenever u ∈W and v ∈ L1(J,
E).
(fi2) fi(t, u, x, y) is increasing in u, x and y for a.e. t ∈ J .
(fi3) ‖fi(t, u, x, y)‖  hi(t) + pi(t)‖x‖ + λi‖y‖ for a.e. t ∈ J and all u ∈W
and x, y ∈E, where pi, hi ∈L1+(J ) and λi ∈ [0,1).
(Bi1) The chains of the set {t → Bi(t, u,u(t)) | u ∈W } are equicontinuous.
(Bi2) Bi(t, u, x) is increasing in u and x for a.e. t ∈ J0.
(Bi3) ‖Bi(t, u, x)‖  ci‖x‖ + αi(t) for all u ∈ W , x ∈ E and t ∈ J0, where
ci ∈ [0,1) and αi ∈C(J0,R+).
In our considerations we need the following existence, uniqueness and
comparison result.
Lemma 3.1. If p ∈L1(J ), h ∈L1(J,E) and α ∈ C(J0,E), then the linear initial
function problem
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)= p(t)u(t)+ h(t) a.e. in J, u(t)= α(t) in J0 (3.4)
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has in W a unique solution u, given by
u(t)=

α(t), t ∈ J0,
e
∫ t
t0
(p(s)/ϕ(s))ds
ϕ(t)
(
ϕ(t0)α(t0)+
t∫
t0
e
− ∫ st0 (p(τ )/ϕ(τ ))dτh(s)
)
ds,
t ∈ J.
Moreover, u is increasing with respect to h and α.
To reduce problem (3.1), (3.2) to an operator equation of the form Lu = Nu
we need also the following result, which we prove later on to avoid repetition.
Lemma 3.2. If the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13) hold, then the IFP (3.3)
has for all fixed h ∈ L1(J,E) and α ∈ C(J0,E) such a solution u = φ(h,α) in
W that it is increasing with respect to h and α.
Lemma 3.1 implies when E = R that if the functions hi , pi and αi and the
constants λi and ci are as in the hypotheses (fi3) and (Bi3), i = 1,2, then problem
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)w(t)
)= h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)
(1− λ2)(1− λ1) +
h1(t)+ p1(t)w(t)
1− λ1 a.e. in J,
w(t)= α2(t)
(1− c2)(1− c1) +
α1(t)
1− c1 in J0,
(3.5)
has a unique solution w.
Denote
Y = L1(J,E)×C(J0,E), q(t)= h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)1− λ2 , t ∈ J, (3.6)
and
P =
{
(h,α) ∈ Y
∣∣∣ ‖h(t)‖ q(t) a.e. in J, ‖α(t)‖  α2(t)1− c2 in J0
}
, (3.7)
and define a partial ordering on Y by
(h,α)
(
hˆ, αˆ
)
iff h(t) hˆ(t) a.e. in J and α(t) αˆ(t) in J0. (3.8)
Lemma 3.3. Let the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13) hold. Then the
equations (3.2) define mappings L1 :W → L1(J,E) and L2 :W → C(J0,E).
Defining
Lu := (L1u,L2u), u ∈ U := φ[P ], (3.9)
where φ :Y →W is as in Lemma 3.2, we obtain a bijection L :U → P , whose
inverse is increasing. Moreover, (0,0) is a sup-center of P .
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 φ assigns to each (h,α) ∈ P a solution u = φ(h,α) of
the IFP (3.3) in U = φ[P ] ⊆W , i.e. L1u = h, L2u = α. Thus the mapping L,
defined by (3.9) is surjective. Moreover, since φ is increasing, then u  uˆ in U
whenever Lu Luˆ in P . This implies that L is also injective, and that its inverse
is increasing.
To prove that (0,0) is a sup-center of P , let (h,α) ∈ P be given, and denote
h+(t)= h(t)+, t ∈ J, α+(t)= α(t)+, t ∈ J0.
Since h ∈ L1(J,E) and α ∈ C(J0,E), the hypotheses (e) given for the space E
imply that h+ ∈L1(J,E) and α+ ∈ C(J0,E), and that
‖h+(t)‖ = ‖h(t)+‖ ‖h(t)‖ q(t), for a.e. t ∈ J, and
‖α+(t)‖ = ‖α(t)+‖ ‖α(t)‖ α2(t)
1− c2 , t ∈ J0.
Thus (h+, α+) ∈ P . Moreover, it is easy to see that (h+, α+)= sup{(0,0), (h,α)}
with respect to the partial ordering of P defined in (3.8). Consequently, c= (0,0)
is a sup-center of P . ✷
Lemma 3.4. Let the hypotheses (fi1), (fi3), (Bi1) and (Bi3), i = 1,2, hold, and let
w be the solution of (3.5). If u ∈U , then ‖u(t)‖w(t), for each t ∈ J0 ∪ J .
Proof. Let u ∈ U be given. Since Lu ∈ P by Lemma 3.3, we get by applying
(B13), (3.7) and (3.9) that for each t ∈ J0,
‖u(t)‖ ‖L2u(t)‖ +
∥∥B1(t, u,u(t))∥∥ α2(t)1− c2 + c1‖u(t)‖ + α1(t).
This inequality and (3.5) imply that
‖u(t)‖ α2(t)
(1− c2)(1− c1) +
α1(t)
1− c1 =w(t) for each t ∈ J0.
Moreover, it follows from (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9) that
‖L1u(t)‖ h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)1− λ2 for a.e. t ∈ J.
This inequality and condition (f13) imply that∥∥∥∥ ddt (ϕ(t)u(t))
∥∥∥∥ ‖L1u(t)‖ + ∥∥∥∥f1(t, u,u(t), ddt (ϕ(t)u(t))
)∥∥∥∥
 h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)
1− λ2 + h1(t)+ p1(t)‖u(t)‖
+ λ1
∥∥∥∥ ddt (ϕ(t)u(t))
∥∥∥∥,
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for a.e. t ∈ J , whence∥∥∥∥ ddt (ϕ(t)u(t))
∥∥∥∥ h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)(1− λ2)(1− λ1) + h1(t)+ p1(t)‖u(t)‖1− λ1 .
Noticing also that ‖u(t0)‖w(t0), we get
‖ϕ(t)u(t)‖ ‖ϕ(t0)u(t0)‖ +
t∫
t0
∥∥∥∥ dds (ϕ(s)u(s))
∥∥∥∥ds
 ϕ(t0)w(t0)+
t∫
t0
(
h2(s)+ p2(s)w(s)
(1− λ2)(1− λ1) +
h1(s)+ p1(s)‖u(s)‖
1− λ1
)
ds,
t ∈ J. (3.10)
In view of (3.5) we have for each t ∈ J ,
ϕ(t)w(t)= ϕ(t0)w(t0)
+
t∫
t0
(
h2(s)+ p2(s)w(s)
(1− λ2)(1− λ1) +
h1(s)+ p1(s)w(s)
1− λ1
)
ds, t ∈ J.
It follows from this equality and from inequality (3.10) that
v(t) :=
t∫
t0
p1(s)(w(s)− ‖u(s)‖)
1− λ1 ds  ϕ(t)
(
w(t)− ‖u(t)‖),
t ∈ J, (3.11)
so that
v′(t)= p1(t)(w(t)− ‖u(t)‖)
1− λ1 
p1(t)
ϕ(t)(1− λ1)v(t) a.e. in J,
v(t0)= 0.
This implies that
t∫
t0
e
− ∫ st0 p(τ )ϕ(τ )(1−λ1) dτ(v′(s)− p(s)
ϕ(s)(1− λ1)v(s)
)
ds
= e−
∫ t
t0
p(τ )
ϕ(τ )(1−λ1) dτ v(t) 0, t ∈ J.
Applying this inequality and (3.11) we obtain
0 v(t) ϕ(t)(w(t)−‖u(t)‖), i.e. ‖u(t)‖w(t) on J.
The above proof shows that ‖u(t)‖w(t) for each t ∈ J0 ∪ J . ✷
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Lemma 3.5. Let the hypotheses (fi1)–(fi3) and (Bi1)–(Bi3), i = 1,2, hold.
Relations
Nu := (N1u,N2u), u ∈U = φ[P ], where
N1u(t) := f2
(
t, u,u(t),L1u(t)
)
, t ∈ J,
N2u(t) :=B2
(
t, u,L2u(t)
)
, t ∈ J0,
(3.12)
define an operator N :U → P . Moreover, N ◦L−1 is increasing.
Proof. The given hypotheses imply that (3.12) defines a mapping N :U → Y . To
prove that N[U ] ⊆ P , let u ∈ U be given. Applying the inequality ‖u(t)‖w(t)
on J0 ∪ J , proved in Lemma 3.4, definitions (3.6) and (3.12) and conditions (f23)
and (B23) we get
‖N1u(t)‖ = ‖f2(t, u,u(t),L1u(t))‖
 h2(t)+ p2(t)‖u(t)‖ + λ2‖L1u(t)‖
 h2(t)+ p2(t)w(t)+ λ2q(t)= q(t), a.e. in J,
‖N2u(t)‖ = ‖B2(t, u,L2u(t))‖ c2‖L2u(t)‖+ α2(t)
 c2
α2(t)
1− c2 + α2(t)=
α2(t)
1− c2 , t ∈ J0.
These inequalities and the definition (3.7) of P imply that Nu = (N1u,N2u)
belongs to P .
To prove that N ◦ L−1 is increasing, let (h,α), (hˆ, αˆ) ∈ P , (h,α)  (hˆ, αˆ)
be given. Denoting u = L−1(h,α), uˆ = L−1(hˆ, αˆ), we then have u  uˆ and
Lu  Luˆ. These inequalities, (3.12) and the hypotheses (f22) and (B22) imply
that
N
(
L−1(h,α)
)=Nu= (f2(·, u,u(·),L1u(·)),B2(·, u,L2u(·)))

(
f2
(·, uˆ, uˆ(·),L1uˆ(·)),B2(·, uˆ,L2uˆ(·)))
=Nuˆ=N(L−1(hˆ, αˆ)).
This proves that N ◦L−1 is increasing. ✷
3.2. Existence and comparison results
Applying the results of Section 3.1 and Theorem 2.2 we shall prove an
existence and comparison result for problem (3.1), (3.2).
Theorem 3.1. For each choice of mappings fi andBi which satisfy the hypotheses
(fi1)–(fi3) and (Bi1)–(Bi3), i = 1,2, there corresponds such a solution u ∈W of
the IFP (3.1), (3.2) that u is increasing with respect to f2 and B2.
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Proof. According to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 the relations (3.7), (3.9) and (3.12)
define function spaces U ⊆W and P ⊂ Y = L1(J,E)×C(J0,E) and mappings
L, N :U → P which satisfy the first and the last of the following hypotheses of
Theorem 2.2.
(H1) L is bijective, and N ◦L−1 is increasing.
(H2) N[U ] is a relatively well-order complete subset of P .
(H3) U is a poset and L−1 is increasing.
To prove validity of the hypothesis (H2), let C be a well-ordered subset of N[U ].
Since N[U ] ⊆ P ⊆ L1(J,E)×C(J0,E), then the projections
C1 =
{
f2
(·, u,u(·),L1u(·))|u ∈L−1[C]} and
C2 =
{
B2
(·, u,L2u(·))|u ∈L−1[C]}
of C into L1(J,E) and C(J0,E), respectively, are well-ordered. Since C ⊂ P ,
then C1 is a well-ordered subset of L1(J,E), which is a.e. pointwise bounded by
an L1-function q , given by (3.7). Thus y = supC1 exists by [15, Proposition 2].
C2 is a bounded and well-ordered subset of C(J0,E), and also equicontinuous by
hypothesis (B21), whence b = supC2 exists by [15, Proposition 5]. It is easy to
see that
(y, b)= (supC1, supC2)= supC.
Moreover, the above cited results of [15] imply the existence of increasing
sequences (yjn)∞n=0 in Cj such that
y1n(t) ⇀ y(t) for a.e. t ∈ J, y2n(t) ⇀ b(t), t ∈ J0.
Applying these relations and (3.7) it follows that
‖y(t)‖ lim inf
n→∞ ‖y
1
n(t)‖ q(t) a.e. in J,
‖b(t)‖ lim inf
n→∞ ‖y
2
n(t)‖
α2(t)
1− c2 , t ∈ J0.
These inequalities and (3.7) imply that supC = (y, b) ∈ P . Similarly, it can be
shown that each inversely well-ordered subset of N[U ] has an infimum in P .
The above proof implies that also the hypothesis (H2) is satisfied. Moreover,
(0,0) is a sup-center of P by Lemma 3.3. Thus the operator equation Lu= Nu
has by Theorem 2.2 a solution u∗ in the set U , which is increasing with respect
to N . In view of (3.1), (3.2), (3.9) and (3.12) this means that u∗ is a solution of
problem (3.1), (3.2), and that u∗ is increasing with respect to f2 and B2. ✷
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we used the result of Lemma 3.2 which is not yet
proved. According to Lemma 3.1 the result of Lemma 3.2 is valid for the functions
B1(·, u, x)=α, f1(t, u, x, y)=p(t)x + h(t), t ∈J, u∈W, x, y ∈E,
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when α ∈ C(J0,E), p ∈ L1+(J ) and h ∈ L1(J,E). f1 and B1 satisfy also
the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13). Thus following consequence of
Theorem 3.1 holds, and Lemma 3.2 is not needed in its proof.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that conditions (f21)–(f23) and (B21)–(B23) are valid.
Then problem (3.1), whereL1u(t)=
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)−p(t)u(t)− h(t), t ∈ J,
L2u(t)= u(t)− α(t), t ∈ J0,
(3.13)
has for each choice of the functions p ∈L1+(J ) and h ∈ L1(J,E) such a solution
u ∈W which is increasing with respect to f2 and B2.
As an application of the result of Proposition 3.1 we are now able to give
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Assume that f1 :J ×W ×E×E→E and B1 :J0 ×W ×
E→ E satisfy the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13), and let h ∈ L1(J,E)
and α ∈ C(J0,E) be given. Applying the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13)
it is easy to see that the functions{
f2(t, u, x, y) := f1
(
t, u, x, y + h(t)), t ∈ J, u ∈W, x, y ∈E,
B2(t, u, x) := B1
(
t, u, x + α(t)), t ∈ J0, u ∈W, x ∈E. (3.14)
satisfy the hypotheses (f21)–(f23) and (B21)–(B23). Thus problem (3.1), (3.13),
where p(t) ≡ 0 and where f2 and B2 are defined by (3.14), or equivalently, the
IFP (3.3), has by Proposition 3.1 a solution u which is increasing with respect
to f2 and B2. Moreover, it follows from (3.14) that f2 and B2 increase when h
increases to h˜ and α increases to α˜. Thus u is increasing with respect to h and α,
provided that the functions f2 and B2 given by (3.14) and the functions f˜2 and
B˜2 given by{
f˜2(t, u, x, y)= f1
(
t, u, x, y + h˜(t)), t ∈ J, u ∈W, x, y ∈E,
B˜2(t, u,u(t))= B1
(
t, u, x + α˜(t)), t ∈ J0, u ∈W, x ∈E,
satisfy the same growth conditions (f23) and (B23). This can be guaranteed by
choosing the functions h2 and α2 in these conditions as follows.{
h2(t)= max
{
h1(t)+ λ1‖h(t)‖, h1(t)+ λ1
∥∥h˜(t)∥∥}, t ∈ J,
α2(t)= max
{
α1(t)+ c1‖α(t)‖, α1(t)+ c1‖α˜(t)‖
}
, t ∈ J0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. ✷
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Example 3.1. Consider the IFP
u′(t)=H(u(t)− 3t)+ [3u(t − 1)]
2+ |[3u(t − 1)]| +
[2u(t)− 4t]
4
+ [u
′(t)−H(u(t)− 3t)]
2
a.e. in J = [0,1],
u(t)= 1
2
− [
∫ 1
−1 u(t)dt]
1+ |[∫ 1−1 u(t)dt]| t in J0 = [−1,0],
(3.15)
where H is the Heaviside function:
H(x)=
{
1 if x  0,
0 if x < 0,
and [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x . The IFP (3.15) is of
the form (3.1), (3.2) with E =R, ϕ(t)≡ 1,
f1(t, u, x, y)=H(x − 3t),
f2(t, u, x, y)= [3u(t − 1)]2+ |[3u(t − 1)]| +
[2x − 4t]
4
+ [y]
2
,
B1(t, u, x)≡ 0,
B2(t, u, x)= 12 −
[∫ 1−1 u(t)dt]
1+ |[∫ 1−1 u(t)dt]| t .
(3.16)
Obviously the hypotheses (fi1)–(fi3) and (Bi1)–(Bi3), i = 1,2, hold. Thus the
IFP (3.15) has by Theorem 3.1 solutions. In this case the algorithm (iii) of Re-
marks 2.2 can be used to approximate a solution u∗ of (3.15). Using simple nu-
merical integration methods to calculate the functions un of the algorithm (iii)
with c = 0 we get the following estimate for u∗ (χ[a,b] is the characteristic func-
tion of [a, b]):
u∗(t)≈ (1− 0.5(t + 1))χ[−1,0] + (0.5+ 1.5t)χ[0,0.333]
+ (0.998+ 0.5(t − 0.333))χ[0.333,0.555]
+ (1.108+ 0.25(t − 0.555))χ[0.555,0.667]
+ (1.136+ 0.083(t − 0.667))χ[0.667,0.825]
+ (1.15− 0.667(t − 0.825))χ[0.825,1].
This approximation yields implies also that
∫ 1
−1 u∗(t) dt ≈ 1.73. With the help
these estimates and noticing that u is continuous at the discontinuity points of u′,
one can infer that H(u(t)−3t) jumps from 1 to 0 at t = 13 , that [3u(t−1)] jumps
from 2 to 1 at t = 23 , that [2u(t)− 4t] jumps from 0 to −1 at t = 59 and from −1
to −2 at t = 1923 , and that exact formula for u∗ is
u∗(t)= ( 12 − 12 t)χ[−1,0] + ( 12 + 32 t)χ[0, 13 ] + ( 56 + 12 t)χ[ 13 , 59 ]
+ ( 3536 + 14 t)χ[ 59 , 23 ] + ( 1312 + 112 t)χ[ 23 , 1923 ] + ( 235138 − 23 t)χ[ 1923 ,1].
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The algorithm (iv) of Remarks 2.2 can be used to approximate another solution u∗
of (3.15). On the basis of the so obtained estimate one can infer that the function
u∗(t)=
( 1
2 − 12 t
)
χ[−1,0] +
( 1
2 + 32 t
)
χ[0, 13 ]
+ ( 56 + 12 t)χ[ 13 , 59 ]
+ ( 54 − 14 t)χ[ 59 , 23 ] + ( 4936 − 512 t)χ[ 23 , 6787 ] + ( 811522 − 23 t)χ[ 6787 , 87100 ]
+ ( 10380752200 − 76 t)χ[ 87100 , 156007165300 ] + ( 44126871983600 − 1712 t)χ[ 156007165300 ,1]
is also a solution of (3.15). Moreover, denoting
A= {(t, x) | t ∈ [59 ,1], u∗(t) x  u∗(t)},
it is easy to show that each point of A is a bifurcation point for solutions of (3.15).
Thus between u∗ and u∗ there is a continuum of chaotically behaving solutions
of problem (3.15).
3.3. Generalizations and special cases
The hypothesis (f22) of Theorem 3.1 can be generalized as follows.
Proposition 3.2. The results of Theorem 3.1 hold when condition (f22) is replaced
by the hypothesis
(f′22) There exists a constant β  0 such that f2(t, u, x, y)+ βy is increasing in
u, x and y for a.e. t ∈ J .
Proof. Consider problem{
L1u(t)= fˆ
(
t, u,u(t),L1u(t)
)
a.e. in J,
L2u(t)= B2
(
t, u,L2u(t)
)
in J0,
(3.17)
where fˆ :J ×W ×E ×E→E is defined by
fˆ (t, u, x, y)= f2(t, u, x, y)+ βy
1+ β . (3.18)
The function fˆ satisfies the hypotheses (f21)–(f23) with λ1 replaced by λ1+β1+β .
Thus the IFP (3.17), (3.2) with fˆ defined by (3.18) has by Theorem 3.1 a solution
u ∈W , which is increasing with respect to fˆ and B2. In view of (3.17) and (3.18),
u is then a solution of (3.1), (3.2), and it increases when f2 and B2 increase. ✷
Problem
F
(
t, u,u(t),
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)− f1(t, u,u(t), d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)))= 0
a.e. in J,
B
(
t, u,u(t)−B1
(
t, u,u(t)
))= 0 in J0,
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has the same solutions as (3.1), (3.2) if such functions µ :J ×W × E × E →
(0,∞) and ν :J ×W ×E→ (0,∞) exist that the mappings{
f2(t, u, x, y)= y −µ(t, u, x, y)F (t, u, x, y), t ∈ J, u ∈W, x, y ∈E,
B2(t, u, x)= y − ν(t, u, x)B(t, u, x), t ∈ J0, u ∈W, x ∈E,
satisfy the hypotheses (f21)–(f23) and (B21)–(B23). These hypotheses hold also
when f2 and B2 are replaced by f2 + h and B2 + α, where h ∈ L1(J,E) and
α ∈ C(J0,E). As an application of Theorem 3.1 we then obtain the following
result.
Corollary 3.1. If the hypotheses (fi1)–(fi3) and (Bi1)–(Bi3) hold for i = 1,2, then
for each choice of the mappings h ∈ L1(J,E) and α ∈C(J0,E) the IFP{
L1u(t)− f2
(
t, u,u(t),L1u(t)
)= h(t) a.e. in J,
L2u(t)−B2
(
t, u,L2u(t)
)= α(t) in J0, (3.19)
whereL1u(t) :=
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)− f1(t, u,u(t), d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
))
, t ∈ J,
L2u(t) := u(t)−B1
(
t, u,u(t)
)
, t ∈ J0.
(3.20)
has such a solution u ∈W which is increasing with respect to h and α.
In particular, the result of Lemma 3.2 holds for the IFP (3.19), (3.20). More
generally, one can prove by induction the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that mappings fi :J × W × E × E → E satisfy the
hypotheses (fi1)–(fi3), i = 1,2, . . . , that mappings Bi :J0 ×W ×E→ E satisfy
the hypotheses (Bi1)–(Bi3), i = 1,2, . . . , and that ϕ ∈ C(J, (0,∞). Define
mappings Li1 :W →L1(J,E) and Li2 :W → C(J0,E), i = 0,1, . . . , as follows:
L01u(t) :=
d
dt
(
ϕ(t)u(t)
)
, t ∈ J, L02u(t) := u(t), t ∈ J0,
Li+11 u(t) := Li1u(t)− fi+1
(
t, u,u(t),Li1u(t)
)
, t ∈ J, i = 0,1, . . . ,
Li+12 u(t) := Li2u(t)−Bi+1
(
t, u,Li2u(t)
)
, t ∈ J0, i = 0,1, . . . .
(3.21)
Then for all fixed i = 0,1, . . . and for each choice of the mappings h ∈ L1(J,E)
and α ∈C(J0,E) the IFP
Li1u(t)= h(t) for a.e. t ∈ J, Li2u(t)= α(t), t ∈ J0, (3.22)
has such a solution u ∈W which is increasing with respect to h and α.
The following results for implicit functional initial value problems and implicit
functional equations are special cases of Theorem 3.2.
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Corollary 3.2. Under the hypotheses (fi1)–(fi3) and notations (3.21) the initial
value problem
Li1u(t)= h(t) for a.e. t ∈ J, u(t0)= u0 (3.23)
has for each i = 0,1, . . . and for each choice of h ∈ L1(J,E) and u0 ∈ E such
an absolutely continuous and a.e. differentiable solution u :J → E which is
increasing with respect to h and u0.
Corollary 3.3. Under the hypotheses (Bi1)–(Bi3) and notations (3.21) the implicit
functional equation
Li2u(t)= α(t), t ∈ J0, (3.24)
has for each i = 1,2, . . . and for each choice of α ∈ C(J0,E) such a continuous
solution u :J0 →E which is increasing with respect to α.
For instance, in the case i = 3 Eq. (3.24) is of the form
u(t)=B1
(
t, u,u(t)
)+B2(t, u,u(t)−B1(t, u,u(t)))
+B3
(
t, u,u(t)−B1(t, u,u(t)
)−B2(t, u,u(t)−B1(t, u,u(t))))
+ α(t).
To justify the adoption of the function ϕ in the above differential equations we
prove an existence and comparison result for the explicit initial function problem
u′(t)= g(t, u,u(t))+ q(t) a.e. in J, u(t)= α(t) in J0. (3.25)
Proposition 3.3. Assume that a mapping g :J × W × E → E satisfies the
following hypotheses.
(g1) g(·, u,u(·)) is strongly measurable whenever u ∈W .
(g2) g(t, u, x)+ p(t)x is increasing in u and x for a.e. t ∈ J , where p ∈L1(J ).
(g3) ‖g(t, u, x)‖ h0(t)+ p0(t)‖x‖ for a.e. t ∈ J and all u ∈W , x ∈E, where
p0, h0 ∈L1+(J ).
Then to each choice of q ∈ L1(J,E) and α ∈ C(J0,E) there corresponds such a
solution u ∈W of problem (3.25) which is increasing with respect to q and α.
Proof. Define functions f1, B1, h and ϕ as follows.
f1(t, u, x, y)= e
∫ t
t0
p(s)ds(
g(t, u, x)+ p(t)x),
t ∈ J, u ∈W, x, y ∈E,
B1(t, u, x)≡ 0, t ∈ J0, u ∈W, x ∈E,
h(t)= e
∫ t
t0
p(s)ds
q(t), ϕ(t)= e
∫ t
t0
p(s)ds
, t ∈ J.
(3.26)
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It is easy to see that with these choices the problems (3.3) and (3.25) are
equivalent. Moreover, the hypotheses (f11)–(f13) and (B11)–(B13) hold for the
mappings f1 and B1 defined in (3.26). Thus the IFP (3.3) is by Lemma 3.2 such
a solution u in W which is increasing with respect to h and α, and hence also to
q and α. This implies the assertion, since the problems (3.3) and (3.25) have the
same solutions. ✷
Remark 3.1. Ordered reflexive Banach spaces have property (ee). Such spaces
are, for instance, the Sobolev spaces W 1,p(Ω) and W 1,p(Ω), ordered a.e.
pointwise, where 1 < p <∞ and Ω is a bounded domain in Rm. These spaces
satisfy also the properties listed in (e) (cf. [13]). Another concrete Banach spaces
which have properties (e) and (ee) are, for instance, the spaces Rm, m= 1,2, . . . ,
and lp , p ∈ [1,∞), ordered coordinatewise and normed by p-norm, and spaces
Lp(Ω), where p ∈ [1,∞) and Ω = (Ω,A,µ) is a measure space, equipped with
p-norm and a.e. pointwise ordering. In particular, we can choose E to be one
of these spaces in the above considerations, and get existence and comparison
results for finite and infinite systems of differential equations, and also random
differential equations when µ above is a probability measure.
All Banach lattices E posses property (e), and property (ee) holds, for instance
when E is a UMB-lattice defined in [2], or a weakly complete Banach lattice.
In [17] a special case of problem (3.1), (3.2) is considered whenE has property
(ee), under extra hypotheses ensuring the existence of a lower solution of the
problem.
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